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Abstract:  
In the current era of reform, the need for information is very important, especially in 
business and education. Therefore, the implementation of Wireless network 
technology is one of the appropriate solution in the exchange of information, both in 
internal and external environments of an organization. With this scientific writing, 
hopefully to help teachers and students to obtain the desired information. The author 
helps to build wireless networks in schools Dharma Karya using windows 2003 
server. At this time works in Dharma school for information still using the old ways, 
such as through newspapers and books. So that the information obtained was 
incomplete. In completing this writing, the author helps to build wireless networks in 
schools Dharma Karya, to assist teaching and learning process. In this writing, the 
author connects with the local IP 125.161.0.1 Public IP is obtained after signing up 
and subscribing to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) speedy using the Windows 2003 
Server. The need for information is very important, especially in education. Author 
hope With Wireless networks built on the Dharma school work, then the information 
about education can be delivered to the students well.  
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